
Correspondence 
Britain's Role in Aerospace 

SINCE my letter in the April JOURNAL events of a 
disturbing nature have occurred on Britain's Aero

nautical front. 
New Government plans for further rationalisation, 

nationalisation and the general weakening of our aircraft 
industry in spite of definite promises to the contrary, have 
contributed to the anxiety and uncertainty of an already 
emasculated and sorely vexed community. 

Also during this period our Society has held its 
Centenary Lunch and the SBAC its 50th Anniversary 
Dinner. Both were important, well-attended convivial 
occasions but, broadly speaking, complete complacency 
prevailed at each on Britain's future role in Aerospace. 
This is a matter of supreme importance to the nation. It 
may be, in fact, the most important material factor in this 
country's economy on a long-term basis, because it will 
determine our national position in all transport and 
communications on this planet, as well as in the explora
tion of entirely new worlds in space, which within the next 
50-100 years will most assuredly happen. 

Granted the problems involved have increased 
enormously since the Second World War and have 
undoubtedly been greatly exacerbated by the catastrophic 
mistakes on policy perpetrated by successive Governments, 
but in the final analysis it is my opinion that neither our 
Society nor the SBAC in their respective fields have pro
duced the leadership and particularly the guts to stem the 
tide and maintain our survival in the Aerospace (including 
Aeronautical) age which is already now upon us. It is not 
surprising therefore that my suggestions of last April have 
not borne fruit although undoubtedly duly noted and 
considered. 

I was glad to see the President's report in the August 
JOURNAL on the Council's activities during the past few 
months, but no matter how conscientious and dignified the 
official deliberations of the Society on this vital matter may 
have been, they should not go on indefinitely. 

Are members of our Society prepared to stand by for 
an unspecified time waiting for a public declaration of 
policy by the Society on this question? Should they not 
insist upon this being done now, no matter how late it 
may be? 

If it is specific and to the point, which it must be within 
our constitution it is not likely to please everyone, but that 
is not the object of the exercise. It is the voice of the 
majority of the Aerospace professional body which con
stitutes our Society which should be heard without further 
delay. 

ROY FEDDEN, Hon. Fellow. 
\2th August 1966. 

Civil Air Transport Training Board 

THE letter in the July JOURNAL from J. M. Rainbow and 
G. D. Peacock advances some good points for con

sideration by the future Civil Air Transport Training Board. 
Their plea for the elimination of irrelevant material from 
Maintenance Engineer Apprentice syllabi, and the gearing 
of this training to the pattern of modern maintenance, is 
most timely. I would add the following to the four points 
they submit for the Board's consideration: 

1. Careful attention should be given to international 
trends in Aircraft Maintenance Engineer training, 
the framework for most countries being based on 
the ICAO Training Manual, Part 11. As Sir 
William Hildred reminds us in the same issue of 
the JOURNAL, air safety is indivisible. Air safety 
begins in the training schools. 

2. Aircraft Maintenance Engineers require a combina
tion of sound theory, manual skill, familiarity with 
air regulations and airline methods, and practical 
experience of contemporary aircraft, engines and 
equipment. Breadth of knowledge and experience 
concerning a number of overlapping technologies, 
coupled with sound judgment, is more important 
than study in depth of a few specialisations, such as 
aerodynamics or stress analysis. 

3. Training courses have long existed to prepare 
engineers for inspection or maintenance supervisory 
duties, the right balance was developed in pre-
Second World War times by the Royal Air Force at 
Halton and by Air Service Training at Hamble. 
With revision to meet modern conditions, this type 
of training is more suitable than apprentice schemes 
modelled on practice within the manufacturing side 
of the industry. Some airlines have inclined too 
much towards the traditional pattern of apprentice 
training in Britain, disregarding that this pattern is 
an uneconomic method of providing skilled artisans 
for mass production. Hence the hours of lathe 
work and surface grinding. 

4. Five years, the standard duration of apprentice 
training schemes, is unnecessarily long for producing 
skilled fitters, machinists or aircraft maintenance 
engineers. With the assistance of modern training 
aids, many American technical colleges train air
craft maintenance "mechanics" in eighteen months 
or two years. I have worked with two ICAO-
sponsored training schools in developing countries 
where 2\ years was found adequate, even though 
the students were being instructed in a language 
which was not their own. 

5. This type of training is best done in special training 
colleges, preferably in association with a flying 
school and an avionics school. Since the facilities 
required include representative transport aircraft, 
hangars and specialist workshops, engine test cells, 
plus the usual classrooms and laboratories, such 
training will be beyond the means of most County 
Technical Colleges. There would seem to be a case 
for pooling the Corporation apprenticeship schemes 
and establishing an engineering counterpart to the 
College of Air Training. 

6. There is really a need for training two types of 
Aircraft Maintenance Engineers, the versatile "A", 
"B" and "C" man for the light aircraft field and 
that group of specialists intended for integration 
into the complex organisation of the modern airline. 
There is enough common ground for training both 
types in concert for the first one or two years but 
the last year of training for each would be very 
different. As an example, the light aircraft man 
probably does need to use a lathe and be able to 
weld, but is not concerned with the organisational 
factors that rule transport aircraft engineering. 

7. It is not true that the Air Registration Board does 
not accept newly-graduated maintenance engineers 
for Licence examinations, but at this stage of their 
careers the majority can only meet the experience 
requirements for one or two light aircraft. Fortu
nately a more useful qualification is already well 
established in the United Kingdom, namely the 
Associate Membership examination of the Society 
of Licensed Aircraft Engineers and Technologists. 
This qualification, unlike a licence, is permanent and 
will not disappear because a particular type of 
aircraft is removed from the Register. 
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8. All training schemes in aircraft maintenance should 
aim to graduate their students with a permanent 
qualification, such as AMSLAET, but with the 
potential to obtain licences at a later date, after the 
mandatory experience requirements have been met. 

R. A. FRY, Associate. 
24th July 1966. 

Airline Engineering Apprentice Training 

IN YOUR issue of July 1966 you published a letter 
entitled the "Industrial Training Act." In this letter 

mention is made of inadequacies believed to be in existence 
in the training programme of airline apprentices. As one 
who has recently completed training in this field I would 
like to reply to some of the statements made. 

First, I disagree that syllabi at present are tailored solely 
to achieve passes in the City and Guilds and National 
Certificate examinations rather than an end product of 
staff skilled in the techniques of aircraft maintenance. 
There are in existence Block Release Courses in Aeronau
tical Engineering Practice complying with the City and 
Guilds courses 171 and 175, which are Technicians' courses 
leading to the awards of Part I and II certificates, and to 
the Full Technological certificate. The aim of the courses, 
as stated in the 1966 prospectus of Southall College of 
Technology: "Is to produce, first and foremost, an aircraft 
servicing and maintenance engineer who will have the 
necessary academic and practical training which will enable 
him to apply his knowledge and technique on transport by 
air under present and future conditions." The college 
provides the necessary tuition in all academic subjects, but 
the apprentices' employers must undertake to provide the 
necessary practical training. The employers are also asked 
to give some of the specialised aeronautical instruction per
taining to the course. However, certain colleges, I am led 
to believe, give this specialised instruction by part-time 
employment of appropriately qualified instructors. 

This scheme is of four years' duration. The first year 
of the course is common to all students and is on a normal 
one-day release. This allows the basic workshop practice, 
undertaken by the college or the employer, to be completed 

in the first year. The other three years operate on the 
principle of Block Release, i.e. apprentices are released for 
one whole week for attendance at the college, and for two 
whole weeks are fully engaged with the employers on the 
normal apprenticeship. During those periods spent with the 
employers, it is possible, throughout a five-year apprentice
ship, to arrange for the necessary experience to be obtained 
to satisfy the minimum requirements for the granting of a 
licence. 

The City and Guilds Aeronautical Engineering Practice 
courses have been carefully arranged to comply with the 
licence regulations of the British Civil Airworthiness 
requirements. A first class pass in a Part II certificate gives 
complete exemption from the appropriate ARB basic 
licence examination. The Society of Licensed Aircraft 
Engineers and Technologists also give certain exemptions 
from their examination requirements to holders of the City 
and Guilds Part II certificate. 

This leads me to disagree with the comment made that 
the colleges do not keep in touch with the developments in 
this field. The college that I attended endeavoured to 
overcome any difficulty that might arise by having my 
employers' Training Manager on the College Governing 
Board and another representative of the industry was on 
the Mechanical Engineering Advisory committee. Courses 
are constantly under review in order to keep them up to 
date with the latest legislation. 

As proof that this is possible, I followed a similar 
course during the years 1957-62, and was successful in 
obtaining licences in A and C Categories for the Vickers 
Viscount and R-R Dart respectively, within six months of 
finishing my apprenticeship. 

Further, apprentices should not be discouraged from 
pursuing National Certificate courses, in addition to City 
and Guilds courses for, although they do not have any 
direct influence over the obtaining of licences, they do raise 
the academic standard of the individual. This will 
obviously increase his promotion potential. 

JOHN H. COX, Student. 
Assistant Chief Engineer, 

Cambrian Airways Limited. 
9th August 1966. 
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